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Vincent's Voice Over:

In the city of night ... in the city of millions ... there  are countless stories. This is one of two lovers, 
who share a bond, that change their lives forever. It is my story. Her compassion opened my heart to 
a world, where goodness and truth were stronger, than hate or fear. Then, one day ... she was taken 
from me by the forces of an evil she had battled so bravely. And now alone with her memory, yet 
armed with her courage ... I have sworn to fight those, who would kill or harm, or destroy. In a hope, 
that one day I will find what all men seek to find: My destiny.

ACT ONE

FADE IN:
INTERIOR – TUNNELS
Opening scene-



Various tunnel scenes fade in and out: Below - different tunnels, concrete, rock, one illuminated by 
candles, another is illuminated by a spot of daylight, the others are unilluminated.

DISSOLVE TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:

3 used pillar candles, unlighted, standing on loosely stacked bricks against a brick wall, a book laying
in between. 

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera pans left side to a wall, remains with some other loosely bricks with a used pillar candle,
also unlighted, and Catherine´s ivory china rose.) 

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera pans left side along other unlighted brick walls.) 

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera pans left side along other unlighted, darkened brick walls.....)
…..until a glimmer of light lit up a small part of the brick wall, closely followed by the candle flame at 
first with only a little part of the candle... 
(The camera pans on left side and scrolls down.)
... closely followed by the view of the lighted candle in full length at once with Vincent`s face becomes
visible vertical sectioned out of focus (from slightly above the chin until above the head).
(The camera pans on left side and scrolls down.)
At the angular point of an outer corner of the brick walls within the exile chamber, a lighted halfway 
through burned down taper stands in a candleholder and around the corner. Vincent is sitting with 
open eyes, gazing into space and his back is leaning against the wall.
(In the beginning his vertical sectioned face (from shoulder till  head) is out of focus, then both 
images are sharpened.  The eye area of the left side of the face is first in the shadow, then in 
semidarkness. When the camera pans on left side, the taper comes out of focus and the scene. )

(The camera starts to zoom a close-up  with lightly left- and right side movement from his left side 
vertical sectioned face (from shoulder to head centred in a half distance shot ..) till a nearly three 
quarter view (..till neck to forehead). The eye area of the left side of the face is semi darkened, the 
right side of the face is in the shadow. The right eye is not yet visible.)  

CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The moving camera on its way.)
Misty environment with branches and feathered leaves like 'Wisteria', a deadening sound of tramping
feet is audible. 

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face with open eyes, gazing into space, day dreaming.  
(The camera continues in zooming and reaching the change from vertical section to a three quarter 
view. The eye area of the left side of the face is semi darkened, the right side of the face is at least 
semi darkened. The right eye starts to be partly visible.)



CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The moving camera on its way.) 
Misty environment with branches and feathered leaves like 'Wisteria', branches in sideline 
movement, a deadening sound of tramping feet and springing back branches after touch is audible.

CUT TO
(The camera is in front of him.) 
Vincent elbows his way through the branches, a deadening sound of tramping feet and springing 
back branches after touch is still audible. 

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face with open eyes, gazing into space, day dreaming.  
The camera makes a close up of Vincent´s face in a three-quarter view in lightly movement left- and 
right  side. The eye area of the left side of the face is semi darkened, the right side of the face lights 
up a bit. The right eye is nearly visible.)

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Vincent elbows his way through the branches, a deadening sound of tramping feet is audible. (The 
camera is in his back.)

DISSOLVE TO
Vincent still on his walk through the branches, a deadening sound of tramping feet is audible (the 
camera is now in front of him), he turns left..

DISSOLVE TO
...then right, a deadening sound of tramping feet is still audible (he runs past the camera).

DISSOLVE TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face with open eyes, day dreaming, gazing into space.
(Camera zoomed to a close-up of the face from lips till forehead in three -quarter view, showing the 
face lights up a bit more.) 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Vincent still on his walk through the branches, (the camera is first in  front of him) and touching a 
raceme of elderberries. A deadening sound of tramping feet and springing back branches after touch 
is audible. By touching and passing by the raceme change the colour in pulsating bright blood red 
and a jingle bell, like chimes, is audible. (He runs past the camera, the camera zoomed  to a close-up
of the raceme). 

CUT TO
(The camera is in front of him.)
He walks on and stops, looking to the left and to the right.

CUT TO
Suddenly all branches in front of him, in the still misty environment, have lost all the leaves. The mist 



is raising.
(The camera is in his back. He is moving on the furthest left edge of the screen, only a part of the 
cloak and his right arm is visible. He is just about leaving the scene left side).

CUT TO
While hearing a thunder he looks up to the sky. (The camera is in front of him).

CUT TO
The sky darkened with black low angry clouds drifting in front of the moon.

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face (from lips till forehead ) with open eyes, gazing into space, day dreaming. 
(Camera zoomed to a close-up of the face from nose till forehead.)

CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The camera in top view of him looks through a window in the rocks. ) Vincent leans over, drinking out
of cupped hands, once. The trickling of the water is audible. As he starts to drink in the same way for 
a second time ... 

CUT TO
(The camera shows a vertical section of him.)
….he is hearing a baby crying out, for a moment. He looks up to the right, stops drinking, lowers his 
hands, turns to the right, following the cries. (He passes the camera).

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera stands in front of him.)
He bores his way through the bushes, which have branches with feathered leaves and blue blooms.  
A deadening sound of tramping feet and springing back branches after touch is first audible. Then all 
is silent, like dead silent. Suddenly he stops …. 

CUT TO
(The camera zoomed from hip up to hood till chest up to hood.)
…. being aware of a black cloak, hooded, faceless figure standing quiet and motionless in front of 
him, like framed under dangling branches with feathered leaves and blue blooms.

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead) with wide eyes, gazing into space, day dreaming, 
only moving his eyes. 
(Camera starts moving back, almost unnoticeable, a close-up of the more lit up face from nose till 
forehead.) 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Close-up to the black cloak, hooded, faceless figure standing quiet and motionless in front of him 
under branches with feathered leaves and blue blooms.
(Camera zoomed a close-up from the black cloak torso till the faceless hood to the shoulders up to 
the faceless hood and passes the branches.) 



CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead ) with wide moving eyes, gazing into space, day 
dreaming, moving only his eyes. 
(Camera moves back from a close-up of the face from nose till forehead to a close up from upper lip 
to forehead, nearly in front view and nearly lit up.)

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Close-up to the black cloak, hooded, faceless figure, standing still quiet and motionless.
(Camera zoomed a close-up from the shoulders up to the faceless hood till a sequence of the 
faceless hood.)

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close-up Vincent´s face (from upper lip till forehead ) with wide very active moving eyes, gazing into 
space, day dreaming.
(Camera backs up  from a close-up of the face from the upper lip till forehead to a close up from chin 
up to forehead, nearly in front view and lit up.)

DISSOLVE TO
Above-
A crowded city sidewalk

DISSOLVE TO
...busy streets of Manhattan by day.

CUT TO
(A zooming Close-up to....)
 a traffic light post with 3, one below the other, road signs to the right “New York Diamond & 
Jewelry“,“W47 ST“, “Diamond & Jewelry Way“ and 1 road sign to the left “5 AV“. 

DISSOLVE TO
Shop windows „Glasser ・Becker ・Runsdorf“ , filled with many different kinds of jewellery.

DIANA:
(her voice is only audible) 
Can you tell me anything about it?

(The camera turns right to the shop entry. It is number 45. Behind the glass door different clients in 
front the counter a seller are visual) (4.20)

CUT TO
(The camera backs up from a shot of the young jeweler and then shows Diana (with her back), the 
younger jeweler in top view and the elder jeweler in vertical section.)
In the showroom, a young man of thirty something standing behind the counter holding a ring in his 
right hand and a loupe in his left hand and examines the ring carefully. He wears a brown jacket, with 
a pale shirt and a dark coloured tie, waistcoated. In the next room, the door is open, an elder man is 
sitting in front of a desk, wearing glasses and holding his hand close to his glasses.



YOUNG JEWELER : 
Where did you get this ring?

DIANA: 
From a friend.

He is doubtfully looking askance at her for a second, and then still continues with the examination, 
turns the ring.

YOUNG JEWELER:
 Mh.....
(He puts the ring and the loupe aside.) 
Let me get my father.

He turns back to the next room behind the shop room, where the door still stands open (the camera 
zoomed to the entry of the next room.) and an elder man with greying hair, wearing grey pants with a 
pair of braces, a pale beer shirt with rolled up sleeves, a dark coloured tie with diagonal banded grey 
stripes is still working there. On his right hand a golden watch is in view. He is sitting at the desk 
holding something in his hands and examines it carefully. The young jeweller touches his right 
shoulder, going back round him, bends over to his left side, speaking to him. 

CUT TO
Diana is waiting and standing in the show room on the other side of the counter. In the background 
some other people standing and having various sales talk. The ring laying on a blue velvet pad. 
Diana touches the ring shortly, looks down and then to her right side and drums impatiently with her 
fingers on the counter.

CUT TO
(The camera backs up from the entry of the next room and shows Diana (partly being on view her 
right  arm with parts of the back and her head)  and the elder jeweler, both in partly vertical section.)
The elder jeweller rises up and comes in the front of the counter to Diana. He looks taxing at her and 
then down. He raises Diana´s ring and examines it with a loupe affixed at his glasses carefully. The 
younger jeweller comes back too and stands behind the elder one. 

ELDER JEWELER: 
What is it, you want to know about this ring?

CUT TO
Close up from Diana (in front view) and the elder jeweler (in vertical section, partly being on view his 
left arm with parts of the torso and his head till the eyebrows). 
He examines the ring.
Diana looking at the elder jeweler. She wags her head. (4.58)

DIANA: 
Anything you can tell me.
(She bites her underlip.)



ELDER JEWELER:
(He raises his eye brows for a short moment, 
Diana purses her lips.) 
This ring is very old.

DIANA: 
How old?

CUT TO
Close up of the elder jeweler ( from shoulder till forehead), who is still examining and considering the 
ring from different angles.

ELDER JEWELER: 
Five hundred maybe six hundred years. 

CUT TO
Close up of Diana (from shoulder till forehead), looking ahead.

ELDER JEWELER: 
The metal is twenty four carat gold.

CUT TO
Close up of the elder jeweler. 

ELDER JEWELER: 
The stone is a black opal.
(He finishes the examination folds away the loupe, taking the ring down, looking up at Diana.) 
The craftsmanship is rare.

CUT TO
Close up of Diana (from shoulder till forehead), looking ahead. She wags her head.

DIANA:
(puzzled)
Why?

CUT TO
Close up of the elder and the younger jeweler standing behind him (both  from hips till forehead in 
front view and Diana in half vertical section with partly being on view her right  arm with parts of the 
back  and her head.)

ELDER JEWELER:
Why, because it is latest for five centuries.
(He holds the ring up in one hand for expressly underline his words).
What have you made today, that were last for five centuries?
(Younger and elder jeweller smiling at Diana).

CUT TO
Close up from Diana (in front view) and the elder jeweler (in vertical section, partly being on view his 
left arm with parts of the torso and his head till the eyebrows).



DIANA :
(smiling,
looking up and then down to the ring the elder jeweler holds up the ring still in his hand.)
That´s a very good point. Uh...... what is the inscription, say?

ELDER JEWELER: 
(shaking his head.
Diana looks sharply at him)
I can read it fifty years ago, maybe today now.
(He looks up from the ring to Diana.) 
If you would like to leave it with me....

DIANA: 
(she answers with a shake of her head)
No..I..., I don´t think so.
(She takes the ring back and looks at the elder jeweler.) 
But if you recommend somebody that I can go to, I´d appreciate it.

CUT TO
Close up of the elder and the younger jeweler standing behind him (both  from hips till forehead in 
front view and Diana in half vertical section with partly being on view her right  arm with parts of the 
back  and her head.)

ELDER JEWELER :
(He turns half to the younger jeweller.)
Mike Cohen´s card, get one for the lady.
(The younger jeweller nods, turns and goes to the back room). 
Are you considering selling the ring?

CUT TO
Close up from Diana (in front view) and the elder jeweler (in half vertical section, partly being on view
his left arm with parts his back  and his head ).

DIANA: 
No, I´m not.
(She gives him a short smile.)

CUT TO
Close up of the elder and the younger jeweler standing behind him (both from hips till forehead in 
front view and Diana in back view with partly being on view her right arm with parts of the back  and 
her head. )

DIANA:
(The younger jeweller comes back and presents the card to Diana)
Thank you very much.
(She gives the younger man a smile and starts to turn aside for leaving)

CUT TO
Close up from Diana (in front view) and the elder jeweler (in half vertical section, partly being on view
his left arm with parts his back and his head till his glasses ).



ELDER JEWELER: 
If you do, give me a call.
(He raises his hand, 
Diana stops turning, and takes the card,  the elder jeweller offers her).

DIANA: 
Thank you. 
(turns for leaving, younger and elder jeweller gazing after her).  

CUT TO
Close up of the elder and the younger jeweler standing behind him (both  from hips till forehead in 
front view. )
Both are looking behind her, the elder jeweler takes down his hand with which he had offered Diana 
the last card. 

DISSOLVE TO
Below- Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
A lighted taper burned quite down in the candleholder. No glimmer of light lit up the wall, the whole 
environment is black as jet, the camera turns left side to the brick wall, the taper comes out of  the 
scene.
The camera pans left side over the darkened brick wall to a close up of Vincent´s face in top view, till 
a part of the left side of his mane comes out of scene. The right side of the face is wee bit dimmed, 
the left side of the face is clearer, but there the eye area is in the shadow. 
He is looking with open eyes, gazing into space, having a waking dream. 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Some thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible.

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera on its way with sidesteps.)
The diffuse misty environment with branches without leaves partly illuminated by the thunderbolts at 
times, nothing green survives. The echo of the thunder and a deadening sound of tramping feet is 
audible. 

CUT TO
(He runs past the camera.)
Vincent walking through the bushes, touching a raceme of elderberries. The branches are partly on 
the move from the touch and the sound of springing back branches after touch is audible. Here are 
also all branches without leaves, all elderberries are dried.
A zooming close up to the raceme of dried elderberries. 

CUT TO
Many thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible.

CUT TO
The diffuse misty environment with leafless branches, Vincent bores his way through the bushes, 
again. The echo of the thunder is audible.



CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
(A close up of Vincent´s face in top view from upper lip till forehead without the mane. The right side 
of the face is wee bit dimmed, the left side of the face is clearer, but there the eye area is a now only 
lightly 
dimmed.) 
Close up Vincent face gazing into space, with wide moving open eyes having a waking dream. The 
echo of the thunder is audible. 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Some thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible. 

DISSOLVE TO
(Same details of the face as before.)
Close up Vincent face (from upper lip till forehead)  gazing into space with wide moving open eyes, 
having a waking dream. Some thunderbolts are visible in front of his face and lightens it up, 
sometimes there is a partly red purple shine on it. The echo of the thunder is audible.

CUT TO
Vincent bores his way through the leafless bushes. The echo of the thunder and a deadening sound 
of tramping feet is audible.(Camera in front of him). 

CUT TO
The diffuse misty environment with leafless branches. The echo of the thunder fades away. A 
deadening sound of tramping feet is audible. (The camera moves its way to the bushes with 
sidesteps.)

CUT TO
Vincent bores his way through the leafless bushes.  (Camera in front of him). 

CUT TO
Misty dim environment with leafless branches. (The camera moves its way to the bushes with 
sidesteps).

CUT TO
Some thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible. 

CUT TO
Misty dim environment with leafless branches, the echo of the thunder is audible. (The camera 
moves its way to the bushes with sidesteps.)

CUT TO
Many brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible.

CUT TO
Misty dim environment with leafless branches, partly illuminated from the thunderbolt blaze at times. 
The echo of the thunder fades away.(The camera moves its way to the bushes with sidesteps.)



CUT TO
Vincent is on his way, as he suddenly stops looking left side (Camera in front of him).

CUT TO
The empty diffuse misty environment with leafless branches. 

CUT TO
Vincent looking from the left side to the right side, hearing rumbling thunder. He looks up to the sky. 

CUT TO
A thick night sky lights up by a lot of brightly thunderbolts in between, rumbling thunder is audible. 

CUT TO
In a light dim misty environment, he looks skywards, looks ahead, breathes heavily and starts turning 
right side. The echo of the thunder fades away. (6.51)

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
A close up of Vincent´s whole face in top view, with only a part of the left side of his mane. The right 
side of the face is a bit dimmed, the left side of the face is clearer, but there the eye area is in the 
shadow. The light reflections are visible in both eyes.
Close up Vincent´s face (the camera starts to zoom) gazing into space with wide open eyes having a 
waking dream. 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Some brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible.

DISSOLVE  TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close up Vincent´s face (the camera zoomed from the whole face to upper lip till forehead, without 
mane)  gazing into space with wide open eyes, having a waking dream. First it is shown in 
semidarkness, then some thunderbolts are visible in front of his face and lightens it up, there is a 
partly red purple shine on it at times. After that, the face illumines brighter. The echo of the thunder 
fades away.

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Some brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible.

CUT TO
(The camera looks through a window in the rocks). In a light dim misty environment, as the echo of 
the thunder faded away all is silent, Vincent leans over, drinking out of cupped hands, once and 
starts to drink a second time. 

CUT TO
(The shot selection of the camera had changed about an angle of 90°. It starts with ...the rock wall to 
the right, the source in in three quarter view and Vincent to the left nearly in profile with bending 
torso. The camera starts to pan left side and zooms, the rock wall comes out of scene. 
The camera continues to pan left side and zooms. Bright bickering water flowing down in a course of 



a stream, from a source coming down through a draw in the rocks with a pool is now visible, Vincent 
in vertical section ...and ends with the redyeing stream on the left side and the front part of Vincent´s 
torso with his mane in vertical section.)
In a light dim misty environment he drinks a second time of cupped hands. As he starts to drink for 
the third time suddenly the water redyes in blood red. Sensing it, Vincent startles and flinches back. 

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
(Same details of the face as before.)
Close up Vincent´s face (the camera zoomed from upper lip till forehead to nose till forehead, ) 
gazing into space, with wide open eyes having a waking dream.

CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The camera continues panning slowly left side.)
A zoomed  close up of the blood red redye course of a stream coming down through a draw in the 
rocks with a pool. The bickering is still audible. 

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close up Vincent´s face (the camera shows the face from nose to forehead, only the left side of his 
face is illuminated, the other side is shown in semidarkness, the eyes in the shadow, the light 
reflections are visible in both eyes.)  gazing into space with wide open first unmoving eyes, then with 
short moving eyes, having a waking dream. 

CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The camera continues panning slowly left side.)
The blood red redye audible bickering course of a stream coming down through a draw in the rocks 
with a pool. A zoomed close-up to the pool with gathering blood red water, audible baby crying. 

CUT TO
(The camera looks through a window in the rocks, standing in front of him).
In a light dim misty environment, he leaves the place in a hurry following the desperately noise of 
baby crying. (Within the movement his illustration changes in out of focus. He passes the camera) 

CUT TO
A lot of brightly thunderbolts lights up the thick night sky, more rumbling thunder is audible and fades 
away by audible baby crying. 

CUT TO
(Camera in front of him).
In a light dim misty environment he bores his way through the leafless bushes urgently, following the 
audible baby crying.

CUT TO
(The camera moves its way to the bushes with sidesteps.)
The empty misty dim environment with leafless branches suffused with the audible baby crying.



CUT TO
Some brightly thunderbolts light up the thick night sky, more rumbling thunder is audible with more 
baby crying at the same time. 

CUT TO
(The camera moves its way to the bushes with sidesteps.)
The empty misty dim environment  with leafless branches suffused with the audible baby crying, the 
echo of the thunder faded away.

CUT TO
In a dim misty environment he continues to bore his way through the bushes (Camera in font of him) .
He stops. The  empty  misty environment with leafless branches, more befogged and twilit than 
before with still more baby crying. 

CUT TO
Some brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible and also baby crying is 
still audible louder, and then suddenly silence, dead and ominous silence. 

CUT TO
(The camera is in his back. He is moving on the furthest left edge of the screen, only a part of the 
cloak and his right arm is visible. He is just about leaving the scene left side).
In a darker empty, dim, misty environment with leafless branches a crossbow in vertical section faded
in, first nearly silhouetted, then focussed shown, cocked and rotated, pointing rightwards, kept from a
black figure, only visible from the left shoulder till the torso, standing on the furthest left edge of the 
screen, with gloved hands. It redyes in pulsating bright blood red within the crossbowman up to the 
silver arrow, while the misty environment lightens up a bit. 

CUT TO
The arrow is shot, the whirring sound of the arrow and its clout is audible.(7.36)

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close up Vincent´s face (shown on the right edge of the screen from the right corner of the eye at the
perpendicular till the rest of face (really bright illuminated from the middle of the chin up to forehead), 
like a zoom in quick motion from the whole face to the left side of the face, zooming there to only 
nose, eye and a part from the forehead of the left side from the face. The picture changes from 
normal exposed to overexposed.) gazing into space, totally flabbergasted, with wide-eyed having a 
waking dream.

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close up Vincent´s face, centred (the camera shows the face from nose to forehead, the face is 
normally illuminated and darkened) gazing into space with wide open short moving eyes having a 
waking dream.

CUT TO
The waking dream:
(The camera stands in front of him, he is shown from torso till head.)
Vincent standing in the misty dim environment as the arrow with a yellow feather speeds through the 
air and hits him on in the middle of his chest. He shortly closes his eyes. Feeling the pain, he throws 



back his head.

CUT TO
Close-up Vincent´s left closed eye. He very strongly squinnies his left eye shut. The scene lighted up.

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera zoomed  (from torso to forehead)  to a close up (from shoulder to head)).
He has thrown back his head. He bobs his head and contorts his face with pain, grits his teeth with 
visible fangs.
(The camera moves back  from a  close up (from shoulder to head) to a half distant shot (from hips to
forehead) )
He is groaning with pain, leaning backwards....

VINCENT:
(cry of pain)
Oooh

…. pulling the arrow out of his chest, groaning with pain again ...

VINCENT:
(cry of pain)
Ooh..... ooh

... and chucks the arrow on the ground, leaning forward. 
He reels, baby crying is again audible more desperately. It screams its head off. 

CUT TO
(The camera moves its way to the bushes with sidesteps.)
The misty dim environment with branches without leaves, he gives a whimper of pain and the baby 
crying is again audible more desperately. 

CUT TO
In a light dim misty environment he holds his right hand upon the wound and bores his way, nutating 
through the bushes( First the camera in front of him, then he runs past the camera.) and the baby 
crying is still again audible more desperately.

DISSOLVE TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
close up Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead) gazing into space with wide open eyes. (First the 
illumination from the dissolve light up his face, after that the left side of the face section is lighter then
the right one.)

CUT TO
The waking dream:
Some very  brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is audible with desperately 
baby crying at the same time.

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
Close up Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead, the face is different illuminated from a reddish glow) 



gazing into space with wide open eyes.

DISSOLVE TO
The waking dream:
In a light dim misty environment he continues to bore his way through the leafless  bushes (Camera 
in front of him, but behind the leafless bushes. It starts with a close up of the lower body and moves 
up with the focus of the vest, the face is first not viewable and then partly hidden through some 
branches, pans lightly left- and rightwards and starts at least moving back). His vest is soaked in 
blood in a great part. He stops, looks around, turns a part, reels, baby crying is audible, the echo of 
the thunder faded away. 

CUT TO
Some more brightly thunderbolts lighten up the thick night sky, closely followed by the thick night sky 
again illuminated with sheet lightning in a darkened, at least the thick night sky, rumbling thunder is 
audible.

CUT TO
(The camera with a foreground view, starts moving right side (close up from waist belt till head) with 
the branches in between, pans shortly lightly leftwards and back rightwards collateral to Vincent´s 
movement.)
In a light dim misty environment Vincent stands with his back to front row of leafless branches, the 
echo of the thunder and the still desperately audible baby crying fades away in quick succession, he 
nutates again turning around himself, stops again....

CUT TO
(The camera stands in front of the faceless figure (close up from chest till hood) with the branches in 
between.)
 …..being aware, on the other side of the bush in front of him standing the black cloak, hooded, 
faceless figure, quietly and motionless. Some front branches have a red glow. All is silent, dead and 
ominous silence. 

CUT TO
Some brightly thunderbolts lightens up the thick night sky, long rumbling thunder is audible.(8.03)

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera stands in front of the faceless figure (close up from chest till hood) with the branches in 
between.)
In a light dim misty environment on the other side of the bush still stands the black cloak, hooded, 
faceless figure, motionless, quietly. The front branches still have a red glow.
For a moment all fall silent, up to long rumbling thunder is audible, no baby crying is audible, all is 
quiet like dead silence, beneath the echo of the rumbling thunder. 

CUT TO
(The camera stands in front of him (close up from chest till head)with the branches in between.)
Vincent falters forward up on the brink of the bush, a deadening sound of a tramping feet is audible, 
slack-jawed, grasping the branches first with his right, then with his left hand, the sound of the touch 
at the branches is audible, holding himself to the leafless branches, as close as possible, and looks 
spellbound to his opposite, breathing hard. The echo of the thunder faded away (the right side of the 
face is nearly in the shadow, the left side is fully illuminated).



CUT TO
A zoomed close-up (from chest to “forehead” till “neck” to “forehead”) to the faceless hood of  the  
black cloak, hooded, faceless figure.

CUT TO
(The camera stands in front of him (close up from chest till head) with the branches in between.)
In a light dim misty environment Vincent behind the bush holds himself as close as possible to the 
leafless branches, glare at his opposite, breathing hard and....

CUT TO
Some brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled gloomy thunder is audible.

DISSOLVE TO
(The camera stands in front of him (close up from chest till head) with the branches in between. A 
thunderbolt illuminates first the light dim misty environment with a reddish glow.)
….he looks spellbound to his opposite and is crunching up his nose for a short moment, desperately  
crying baby and the echo of the thunder is audible.

CUT TO
Some bright lightnig bolts in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is audible.

DISSOLVE  TO
Some lightning bolts illuminate first the light dim misty environment with a reddish glow, while he 
looks spellbound to his opposite, the still desperate baby crying and the echo of the thunder is 
audible.

CUT TO
The camera shows  now only a part of Vincent´s mane, looking with him in his direction of view, 
through the branches, to the silent motionless standing  black cloak, hooded, faceless figure (close 
up from chest till hood).
The baby crying is once more audible very desperately, louder, more urgently than before and even 
louder as the echo of the thunder.
At the same moment in a light dim misty environment the silent standing the black cloak, hooded, 
faceless figure begins to turn left side.

CUT TO
Some very loudly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is 
audible, accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying .

CUT TO
(The camera shows only a part of Vincent´s mane now, looking with him in his direction of view, 
through the branches, to the silent standing  black cloak, hooded, faceless figure and pans following 
the movement with each of them centred in their half of the scene. )
In a light dim misty environment the figure continues to turn left side and starts to leave, closely 
monitored from Vincent, the echo of the thunder accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby 
crying is audible. 

CUT TO
Some brightly thunderbolts and sheet lightnings in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled, gloomy 
thunder is audible, accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying. 



CUT TO
(The camera shows only a part of Vincent´s mane now, looking with him in his direction of view, 
through the branches, to the silent standing  black cloak, hooded, faceless figure and pans following 
the movement with each of them on the left side in their half of the scene.)
In a light dim misty environment the figure is leaving, closely monitored from Vincent, the echo of the 
thunder accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying is audible.

CUT TO
A thick night sky lights up by a lot of very brightly thunderbolts and sheet lightnings in between like an
eruptively thunderstorm, then again the thick night sky, rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is audible, 
accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying. 

CUT TO
(Camera is in front of Vincent (from torso till forehead) with a position at the opposite site of the 
branches.)
Vincent  steps nutated forward up on the brink of the leafless bush who stands now in front of him, 
slack-jawed, hanging on and at once clinging himself to the branches, grasping around first with his 
right hand tightly, then with both hands, as close as possible, stabilizing, and looks spellbound to his 
opposite(the left side of the face is nearly in the shadow, the right side is fully illuminated). The 
remaining unchanged baby crying is audible, accompanied by the echo of the thunder. 

CUT TO
A lot of very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky,  then again the thick night sky, closely 
followed by sheet lightnings again a lot of very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, long 
rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is audible, accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying.

CUT TO
He stops dead in his tracks, slack-jawed, hanging on and at once clinging himself to the branches, as
close as possible, stabilizing, and looks spellbound to his opposite, (the left side of the face is nearly 
in the shadow, the right side is fully illuminated), shocked, aghast at his sight. The remaining 
unchanged baby crying is still audible, accompanied by the echo of the thunder.

VINCENT :
( whispering)
 No!

CUT TO
(The camera stands in a corner in Vincent´s back now, looking with him in his direction of view, 
through the branches, to  the silent leaving black cloak ,hooded, faceless figure to start a speechless 
conversation between them).
Vincent watches and looks in disbelief, how the hazy notion of the silent leaving black cloak, hooded, 
faceless figure disappears in the light misty dim environment. The echo of the thunder accompanied 
by the remaining unchanged baby crying is still audible.

CUT TO
An eruptively thunderstorm with explosions of a lot of very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, 
then again the thick night sky, closely followed again by an eruptively thunderstorm with explosions of
sheet lightnings and a lot of very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, alternated with the thick 
night sky and a lot of long rumbling, crashing, muffled, gloomy audible thunder and some lightning 
strikes, accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying. 



CUT TO
(Camera stands in front of Vincent,close-up to his face behind the branches.)
The baby crying is still audible more desperately than before, accompanied from the echo of the 
thunder. He continues to stop dead in his tracks, slack-jawed, hanging on and at once clinging 
himself to the branches, as close as possible, stabilizing, and looks spellbound to his opposite, (the 
left side of the face is nearly in the shadow, the right side is fully illuminated), shocked, aghast at his 
sight. 

CUT TO
Some very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is 
audible, accompanied by the remaining unchanged baby crying.

CUT TO
(Camera stands in front of Vincent, close-up to his face behind the branches with an easy zoom.)
Vincent continues to stop dead in his tracks, slack-jawed, hanging on and at once clinging himself to 
the branches, as close as possible, stabilizing, and looks spellbound to his opposite, (the left side of 
the face is nearly in the shadow, the right side is fully illuminated), shocked, aghast at his sight.
With a long, forlorn cri de coeur, he is roaring out totally his frustration, his anguish of despair to the 
sky and drowned out the remaining unchanged baby crying accompanied by the echo of the thunder.

VINCENT:
 NO!!!!

CUT TO
A few very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, long rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is 
audible.

DISSOLVE TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
close up Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead) gazing into space with open eyes, day dreaming. 
First it is shown in semidarkness, then some thunderbolts are visible in front of his face and lightens it
up, there is a partly red purple shine on it. After that, the face is brighter. The echo of the thunder is 
audible.

DISSOLVE TO
The waking dream:
A few very brightly thunderbolts in the thick night sky, a rumbling, muffled, gloomy thunder is audible.

CUT TO
Vincent`s self-exile chamber:
The echo of his cry accompanied by the echo of the thunder is still audible and faded away.
close up to Vincent´s face (from nose till forehead, the camera moves back to a close-up of his hole 
face).  With open eyes, he is day dreaming, gazing into space, somewhere is an elevated train 
audible. First it is shown in semidarkness, then some thunderbolts are visible in front of his face and 
lightens it up, there is a partly red purple shine on it. After that, the face illumines brighter. The echo 
of the thunder is audible.
(Then, the camera pans slowly right side back over the walls light lit up with no glimmer, the whole 
environment is black as jet till to the lighted taper burned quite down in the candleholder until it is 
placed in the middle of the scene.)



DISSOLVE TO
Diana´s loft inside:
(The camera zooms from behind ahead with the focus of the optical magnification of the ring behind 
the loupe.)
Diana sitting on the ground ahead her sofa, her legs are stretched, she wears a sweatshirt, an aran 
sweater and Jeans. In front of her lie in her lap close at hand the telephone and a notepad with some
written down notes and two pens, some crumple up pieces of paper laying at various quarters around
her, while she is looking through a loupe in her right hand and examine the ring for getting the 
inscription, holding the ring in her left hand behind the loupe.

CUT TO
(The camera is in front of Diana.)
A close up from Diana (from chest till forehead), while she is examining the ring with the help of the 
loupe.

DIANA: 
Veritas

CUT TO
(The camera is from behind ahead from her.)
She passes the ring into her right hand, set the loupe and the ring down on the notepad and reached 
for a used paperback dictionary laying on her left leg with her left hand. She starts to browse to pick 
out the translation.

CUT TO
(The camera is in front of Diana.)
A close up from Diana (from chest till forehead), while she is browsing to pick out the translation. 

DIANA: 
Veritas

The telephone rings, she answers the telephone.

DIANA: 
Yeah, what did you find out?

While hearing to her call, she continues picking out the translation. She puts down the phone.(9.26)

DIANA: 
Veritas

CUT TO
(The camera is from behind ahead from her.)
It is a latin/ english dictionary .

DIANA: 
Veritas....... Truth

She takes a red colour marker and writes the word “TRUTH” in capital letters down on her notepad, 
she underlines the word and puts down the pen. 



CUT TO
(The camera is in front of Diana.)
She looks down and leans back, focusing the word, biting on her lips raising her hand to her chin.

CUT TO
A close up of a part of Diana´s leg (left side), the dumb telephone (midway), and the notepad with 
notice “TRUTH” (right side). 

CUT TO
(The camera is in front of Diana.)
She still looks down and bites her lips, looking aside, breathing hard. She puts her hand down, 
evaluating the importance of the translation, looking down at the notepad again. 

CUT TO
A close up of a part of Diana´s leg (left side), the dumb telephone (midway), and the notepad with 
notice “TRUTH” (right side).

CUT TO 
Diana's bedroom, night, focus on her face as she sleeps. Room is moonlit.

CUT TO
Two grappling hooks which land, almost simultaneously on Diana's loft roof top with a soft plunk.

CUT TO
Diana, who opens her eyes in response to the sound. She is faces away from the bedroom door.

CUT TO Alley
A man raises h is hand to a se cond man, signalling 'wait, don't move'. Both men are wearing 
stockings pulled over their heads and are dressed completely in black. They are holding the ends of 
the grappling hook line.

CUT TO Rooftop
Grappling hooks lie where they landed.

CUT TO Diana
Lying perfectly still in bed, listening. 

CUT TO Rooftop
No motion

CUT TO Diana
She closes her eyes.

CUT TO Alley
Two man look uip to the fifth floor while one looks at his wristwatch. One tips head to other and they 
begin to carefully pull on the grappling hook ropes

CUT TO Rooftop
Grappling hooks are slowly and noiselessly drapped across the roof until they lock in position against 
the low wall.



CUT TO Loft
Everything is silent, then the slight sound of a glass cutter and glass being removed. One man 
enteres the loft apartment, joining the other. Draws a gun with a silencer. One man pulls up sleeve 
revealing a hypodermic needle strapped to his arm. He extracts the needle. Both men move toward's 
Diana's bedroom

CUT TO Diana
Crouched behind kitchen counter, back to the counter, waiting. Men enter bedroom and Diana hurries
soundlessly to stairwell door. She is wearing a t-shirt, sweatpants and has stocking feet.She pushes 
the elevator button and moves into the stairwell. Men rush from bedroom and head for elevator, both 
men ripping off masks. 

First Man
(whispering)
Is it moving up or down?

Second Man
I can't tell.

The iron door is opened and men look into the shaft

Second Man
It's coming up.

Men move to the stairwell door. One looks back at the living room

Second Man
I'll check the roof.

Other man goes into the stairwell leaving other to check the roof

CUT TO Rooftop
Man slowly opens rooftop door and moves onto roof
There is nothing except Diana's telescope
He moves onto the roof and looks ac ross it, backing away from the doorway..He begins to circle the 
roof and moves to the perimeter wall. Nothing. He moves back to the stairwell.
Diana emerges from her hiding place beside the perimeter wall. She looks over the wall to her loft 
window.
Man reenters loft. other man is using a flashlight to signal a man in the alley7.
Diana sees dark sedan with man standing next to it. She moves to the front of her building roof. The 
street is lined with cars but one has the engine running and man inside is watching the front of the 
building.
A fire escape ladder leads from the roof but is easily seen.
Diana assesses her options then moves back to the grapels. She peaks down at the alley where a 
man is patrolling, moving away from his car. Diana waits for him to pass then pulls up one of the 
grappling lines. She carries the grapnel to another wall and throws the rope over, and it falls to the 
ground.
Diana lays across the wall and holds her gun in her teeth, grabs the rope, says a quick prayer, and 
begins lowering herslef down the side of the building, hand over hand, her stocking feet trying to find 
a foothold in the wall. 



Patrolling man misses the rope and looks elsewhere, but is moving towards the rope.
Diana is halfway down the building, frozen in place, aware of the patrolling man, who walks past, not 
noticing the rope above him.
Diana holds on and waits while and man continues his patrol. When he is far down the alley, she 
continues to move down the rope, watching the man.
Diana reached the ground and shakes her hands, then moves quickly down the alley
Man from rooftop looks over the edge and spots Diana.

MAN
There she is. Huston, Rene - south side!

CUT TO Diana
She runs down the dark alley towards the street as Huston pursues, his gun drawn.

CUT TO Rooftop man
He  hits the ground and gives chase. Car tires squeal as Rene speeds towars the mouth of the alley

CUT TO Diana
She glances at her pursuers and them ahead.

END OF AC T ONE

ACT TWO

Diana is ruinning down the dark alley pursued by Huston and man from rooftop.

CUT TO end of Alley
A n off duty cab is parked, its driver drinking a coffee
Diana propels herself onto the cab

CAB DRIVER
Hey, what the …

Dians opens the read door and dives inside.

DIANA
Go! Get the hell out of here!

Before the cabbie can react, Huston arrives on the scene and fires once with his silencer. Glass 
shatterns. Cab driver drops out of sight, dead. Diana has ducked down and now goes across the 
back seat and out the other rear door. She takes aim and fires once.
Huston drops, dead.
Diana moves and opens the cab's front door and pushes the dead driver aside, turning the ignition 
key and putting the car into drive.
Rene in dark car rounds the corner in front of her.
Diana moves the car into reverse and the cab moves backwards down the alley.
Diana's head is turned to watch where she's going through shattered rear window.
Rooftop man is catching up and Diana h its him without hesitation. The cab continues to accelerate in
reverse down the alley.
Diana approaches a wider part of alley and does a 180 to move the cab forwards. 



Other pursuer drops to the ground and first his gun at the cab.
One of cab's tire goes flat, but cab keeps going.

CUT TO Diana
She is angry and fearful in cab 

CUT TO Cab propelled onto street making a right turn.

CUT TO Rene's sedan screeching to a h alf long enough to collect pursuer, and racing onwards.

Diana makes another right turn with disabled cab and tries to do another. Steering wheel is vibrating 
and she crashes into the corner of a building. She throws open the door and runs down the street, 
stepping on something in her stocking feet, hopping a little, then continues. She rounds a corner and 
disappears into an alley.

CUT TO Rene's sedan
Pursuer jumps out, surveys cab, but Diana is nowhere.

CUT TO New York all night diner
Diner is brightly lit on dark street. A waitress is behind the counter. 

CUT TO Diana
She surveys the diner from across the street and glances over h er sh oulder. Tucking her gun under 
her t-shirt, and holding it against her ribcage, she cross the street and enters the diner.
She heads towrds a phone booth at the back, not rushing.

WAITRESS:
Be right with ya.

Diana keeps walking

DIANA
I'm just gonna use the phone.

She spots some coins left on a table as a tip and pockets them discreetly as she continues towards 
the phone booth, an old wooden one with an accordion door. Light comes on as she closes it. She 
opens it slightly so the light goes off.
She takes the gun out from under the t-shirt and holds it. She puts a quarter into the telephone slot 
and hesitates.

DIANA
Okay, think …

She brushes her face then punches in a phone number. She waits.

Sound of phone ringing

DIANA
Come on, Joe …



More rings than an answering machine picks up

DIANA
NO!

She realizes she has attracted attention and we hear Joe Maxwell's recorded message.

“Hi, this is Joe Mnaxwell. Leave a message”
BEEP

Diana hangs up and waits.

CUT TO Interior Father's Chamber – night
CLOSE-UP Father asleep in bed

VINCENT'S VOICE
Father …

Vincent lays his hand gently on Father's shoulder

VINCENT
 Father …

Father's eyes open and sees Vincent.

FATHER
Vincent … What is it? What's wrong.

VINCENT
I need to speak with you.

Vincent moves away from bed

FATHER
(rising)
Is everything all right?

VINCENT
I'm sorry to wake you. I came at the safest possible hour.

Father swings legs over bed and regards Vincent, who looks haggard.

FATHER
You're still not sleeping, are  you?

Vincent shakes his head

VINCENT
I close my eyes, Father . But  the child ... my son. The shadow of his inage haunts my thoughts .. will 
not let me rest ....



FATHER
Like before?

VINCENT
No, not the heartbeat. Onkly a power sense... Forboding.

FATHER
Perhaps your emnpathic powers are slowly being restored.

VINCENT
Perhap … I can only hope that is so.
(he moves closer)

VINCENT
Father … there is something more you should know …

FATHER
Tell me …

VINCENT
Someone has come into my life, someone from the world above ..
(pause)
A woman …

FATHER
A woman?

VINCENT
Her n ame is Diana.

Father waits for elaboration

VINCENT
She works for the police … investigating Catherine's murder.

Father
(emphatically)
You went to her?

VINCENT
She found me … near death. She brought me to her h ome. She nursed me until I was well again.

FATHER
What do you mean, she found you?

VINCENT
Over months, she gathered the theads of my life with Catherine. Wove them together … understood. 
Truly, Father, she understands,
She knew I would return to Catherine's grave.



FATHER
So she waited …

VINCENT
She saved my life.

FATHER
Vincent … if she manatged to find you, then surely others …

VINCENT
(interrupting)
No … she is different. The power of her mind id extraordinary. Unique. Her imagination …

FATHER
(interrupting)
But can she be trusted?

Vincent regards Father

VINCENT
She would not betray me … or Catherine's memory.

FATHER
Are you certain?

VINCENT
Father … she is my last hope

CUT TO All Night diner – night
The waitress is taking an order, Diana is still in the phone booth. She punches Joe's number, it rings 
twice, Someone picks it up.

JOE
(voice over)
Hello?

DIANA
(voice cracks_
Joe?

JOE
(voice over)
Yes

DIANA
It's Diana Bennett. I'm in troubke. I'm at the corner of Chambers and Durant. It's an all-night diner. 
Can you come and get me?



JOE
(voice over)
Chambers and Durant. I'll be right there.
(he moves to hang up)
 Diana?

DIANA
Just hurry, Joe ..

Joe disconects, Diana sees pursuers pull up in their car. They eye the inside of the diner. The 
waitress is wiping down jars. The phone booth in back is the only one with the door open and the 
phone receiver is off the hook.

Pursuers move towards the counter and flip Ids

NASH
NYPD. We're kiijubg a a white female suspect, long red h air, wearing a t-shirt, sweatpants, probably 
isn't wearing shoes.

While Nash talks, Rene is looking around.

WAITRESS
Yeah she came in here about 20 minutes ago.

CUT TO Inside phone booth
Diana closes her eyes. She is crouched on the floor, her gun in one hand, telephone receiver in 
other. The dial tone can be heard.

WAITRESS
She pocketed one of my tips
(she glances at table where the tips were but continues her work)
But then she continued up Durant

CUT TO Diana
Who reacts

Meanshile Rene is walking backwards past the booths and then back towards Rene. Suddenly the 
phone starts beeping.

Two men spin at the sound and look at the phone booth

CUT TO Diana
She cocks her gun
She can't see but she is scared, listening. She begins to depress the trigger.
Then the phone booth door is suddenly opened and Rene is holding the waitress in front of him, his 
gun at her neck.
Diana loosens her grip on the trgger

NASH
It's over



He reaches over to hang up the receiver, takes hold of Diana and takes the gun from her hand.

NASH
We can leave these people alive, or we c an kill then. That depends on how  you walk out of here.

Diana hesitates, then gives the gun up.
The men usher Diaa out of the diner, Nash puts a tape over her mouth and a black hood is snapped 
ove rher head as they shover her into the back of the sedan.

END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE

FADE IN – Gabriel's estate on Staten Island – night

Pope and  another man lead a hooded Diana down a richly decorated corridor, followed by Nash and 
Rene.

Diana concentrates on her surroundings, obviously mentally recording.

POPE
Up twelve steps …

Diana, still hooded

POPE
Two more steps

They7 turn down a hallway

CUT TO Nursery
The room is dim and very quiet. Gabriel stands beside the crib, one hand stroking the baby's back. 
There is a knock at the door.

GABRIEL
(quietly)
Come in.

The door opens and Diana is brought in. Pope removes the hood and tape across her mouth.

Diana squints and takes in the video monitor. She looks at the crib and then at Gabriel. 

GABRIEL
(waving Pope away)
Thank you.
Pope … gently

Pope nods and exits, closing door quietly.



GABRIEL
(speaking softly –  the baby is asleep)
I wish you hadn't run, Miss Bennet. We've lost precious time.

DIANA
What do you want?

Gabriel beckons her to join him

GABRIEL
Please …

Diana hesitates but moves closer to the crib.

GABRIEL
This is my son …

Diana starts

GABRIEL
He's very beautiful, don't you think?

Diana doesn't repond.

GABRIEL
Look closely at  his hands, Miss Bennett. And his face.
Nothing unusual there. Does that surprise you?

DIANA
Why should it?

GABRIEL
I think the resemblance is in the eyes … What do you think?

DIANA
He doesn't look anything like you.

Gabriel smiles

GABRIEL
Precisely. The thing is … he's dying … Some powerful illness. The doctors don't know how to help 
him. I do. And I believe you do as well.

Diana says nothing as Gabriel raises his eyes to hers.

GABRIEL
The child needs his natural father.

Gabriel regards her, Diana holds his gaze.



DIANA
You lost me about two steps back.

GABRIEL
You have brass, Miss Bennett. I'll give you that. Unfortunately, we have little time to play. Perhaps 
only hours,

DIANA
I still don't know what you're talking about.

GABRIEL
The ring, Miss Bennett. He gave you the ring.

Diana looks surrpised.
Gabriel reaches into a pocked and produces Snow's ring, just like the one on his finger. He holds it 
up to her.

GABRIEL
I understand you were curious about the inscription.

Diana drops the pretense.

DIANA
Veritas

GABRIEL
Veritas Te Liberabit
(pockets ring)
But that's not important. All that matters is that you find him … find him and tell him that Catherine 
Chandler's child is dying.

DIANA
What proof do I have that this is even Catherine's ...

GABRIEL
(interrupting)
You have no proof … and the baby has no time. Take that message tio Vincent.

DIANA
What makes you assume I can contact him?

GABRIEL
You'll find a way

Gabriel exists and Diana watches as he speaks to  Pope who has been waiting hin the hallway. She 
looks at the floor in the hallway, notices the unusual tile, up at the men, then down again to the tile.

CUT TO interior limo, night
Diana can see only black, hear the sound of the engine, traffic, etc
She is sitting in the back of the limo. 



Pope removes Diana's hood, then hands her a jacket and a pair of running shoes.

POPE
You can put these on,
Diana takes them, starts putting the shoes on.

POPE
There's money in the pocket

He leans forward and taps on the glass. He hands Diana a slip of paper. She glances down at it.

POPE 
Call th is to set up a rendez-vous.

CUT TO Deserted street – night

The limo comes to a stop, the back door opens and Diana steps out wearing the jacket and shoes. 
The limo takes off. She sees that it has no plates.
Diana looks around to get her bearings and moves off.
A cab pulls op to the curb, Diabna jumps out and cross the streete and enters the park, looking back 
over her shoulder.
She makes her way to the culvert tunnel entrance and enters with trepidation.
She crosses the threshold that Snow destroyed and enters the tunnels. They are unlit and she runs 
her hand along the damp walls. There are sounds of pipe messages.
She slows, then stops, looks behind and sees a shadow.

DIANA
(blurting it out)
Vincent … I need to see Vincent. I'm a friend. My name is Diana. He knows me. If you could get a 
message to him ...

There is no response. The tapping gradually quiets

DIANA
My name is Diana. Tell Vincent. Diana needs to see him. Please. Tell him where I am.
(stressed)
Are you there? Can you hear me? Can you understand me?
Please, I don't have much time. I'm a friend.

CUT TO Interior Father's Chamber
Father is at h is desk, pen in hand, writing. He is staring off, his mind wandering.

Rebecca appears at the entrance to the chamber

FATHER 
Rebecca … Come in.

She enters slowly



FATHER
Are you all right?

REBECCA
I'm fine.

FATHER
What is it then?

REBECCA
I was on watch tonight  … and a woman was in the upper level, under the park … calling for Vincent. 
But she wasn't a h elper.

FATHER
Was her name Diana …?

Rebecca looks surprised.

REBECCA
Yes … I was going to tell vincent, but I thought with the exile …

FATHER
(interrupting)
Was this message sent over the pipes?
(Rebecca nods)
Then Vincent will hear it … and go himself.

REBECCA
Who is she? Is she a friend?

FATHER
I hope so.

CUT TO Water Tunnel
Tappings continue, Diana is bent down at the grid in the wall, trying to see behind it.

DIANA
Hello? … Does Vincent know I'm here?

No reponse. She stand and looks down the tunnel into the blackness. In the far distance, a small 
point of litght rounds a corner, entering the tunnel. Diana plasters herself against the light until she 
recognizes Vincent. He is carrying a lantern. They move towards each other.

DIANA
Thank you for coming.

VINCENT
What have you found?



DIANA
(after a pause)
I've seen Gabriel

VINCENT
Where is he?

DIANA
I don't know. I was taken to hgim secretly.
Vincent … he showed me a baby.

VINCENT
(staggered)
 A baby …

DIANA
He said it was yours and Catherine's …

VINCENT
(urgently)
You saw my son?

DIANA
I saw a baby. I don't know if he was your son …

FLASHBACK to the dream sequence as Vincent, hooded, reacts to the distressed wail of the baby.

VINCENT
(urgent)
Tell me …

DIANA
The child was very ill.

FLASHBACK to Vincent, as brittle branches snap in Vincent's wake

DIANA
Gabriel said the doctors …

VINCENT
The child was ill?

DIANA
Yes …

FLASHBACK Vincent as the spring turns blood red.

Vincent
(decisive_
Then the child is mine



DIANA
How can you know that?

Vincent looks away and there is another flashback of the dream seq uence.

VINCENT
For days, I have sensed his pain … his strength failing away …

DIANA
Are you sure, Vincent?

VINCENT
The visions and waking dreams … I know their source now, their meaning …

He regards her intensely

VINCENT
My child … is dying.

Diana is shocked

VINCENT
You must take me to him.

DIANA
But thats what Gabriel wants. You can't surrender yourself …

VINCENT
(interrupting)
There is no other way

DIANA
Gabriel will kill you. You know that.

VINCENT
First I wil save my son …

Diana nods weakly7

CUT TO Phone booth
Vincent stand nearby in the shadows, watching as Diaba places her call and waits for a connection.

DIANA
This is Diana Bennett

She listed to instructions and there is a click as the phone disconnects. She hangs up the receiver, 
hesitates and walks to Vincent.

DIANA
The roof of the old Battery Arms building. Five minutes.



VINCENT
For all you have done … I cannot thank you enough.

DIANA
Vincent … when this is over, and you have your son back …

VINCENT
I will come to you …

They share a look, an understanding.

DIANA
Be careful.

Vincent exits into the night, looking back once. Diana watches him go.

CUT TO rooftop of the old building
Vincent stands on the rooftop, watching. 
Suddenty there is the loud sound of a helicopter, which rised up in front of him. 
A sharpshooter hang out one door with a rifle, and shoots twice at Vincent.
Vincent remains where he is and two darts skam into his chest He staggers but finally begins to fall.

END OF ACT THREE

ACT FOUR

FADE IN – Gabriels's estate -morning
CUT TO Gabriel's cellar, dark but for a few strangs of light in a barred cell, a thick chain, jerked taut 
and a growl sounds. There is a video monitor near the ceiling.
Vincent is inside the cage, sgruggling against the chains, the bars crackle and spark when he 
touches them, sending him to the ground.

CUT TO Video Monitor, focusihng on Vincent, and Gabriel watching in fascination.

CUT TO Telephone booth, day
Diana is looking at a phone book, working, drawing something with a pencil. It is the pattern of one of
Gabriel's tiles.

CUT TO Interior of Gabriels's cellar – day
Vincent paces, dragging the chain to the limit. He snarls and makes an effort to free himself. The 
chains remain solid.

CUT TO Interior of nursery
The doctor is leaning over the baby, examining him. Gabriel is nearby, watching Vincent on the video 
monitor. 

GABRIEL
(to doctor)
 Well?



DOCTOR
(finishing examination)
No change.

GABRIEL
And the blood sample?

DOCTOR
I've never seen anything like it. The child's is unusual … but this …

The doctor shakes his head.

GABRIEL
Try to be a little more specific …

DOCTOR
They share similar properties … but a transfusion is out of the question.

GABRIEL
Why?

DOCTOR
(afraid)
It would kill the child.

Gabriel is expressionless. He moves to the crib and reaches down to sooth the child.

GABRIEL
What do you suggest, Doctor?

The doctor is quiet.

GABRIEL
Has medical science nothing to offer?

There are sounds from the monitor. Snarls, the sound of chains, Vincent's breathing.

DOCTOR
There's no logical reason for this illness. We've run every test …

GABRIEL
There are reasons for everything.

There is a sudden roar fro the monitor. Gabriel and the doctor are both starteled.

CUT TO Gabriels's cellar
Vincent, in a rage, finally managed to break the chains. He takes hold of the bars, despite the 
electricity.



VINCENT
Gabriel!

He is forced to let the bars go.

CUT TO Nursery
Gabriel is cradling the baby and turns away from the monitor. 

GABRIEL
(to doctor)
Use the information you have.
(nodding at Vincent)
Use hin … however you have to.

Gabriel m oves to put the baby back in the crib.

VINCENT
(exhausted)
He is dying …

Gabriel shudders

VINCENT
I can feel him dy …

GABRIEL
(to doctor, turning off monitor)
Prove him wrong.

He exits.

CUT TO Monitor room.
Gabrtiel is sitting at the consule. On one of them, Vincent is seen sitting in the cage, very still. Gabriel
rewinds some footage to see Vincent h olding onto the bars.
Vincent stares direclty into the video camera at Gabriel.

VINCENT
(exhausted)
He is dying … I feel him dying … Help him …

Gabriel watches the m onitor. 

CUT TO Vincent

VINCENT
Bring him to me Gabriel. 
(staring into camera)
Are you listening

Gabriel is watching



VINCENT
Go to him. Look at him ...
Touch hinm. He is dying. Can't you feel it?

Close in on monitor
Vincent continues to plea

VINCENT
He can be your son only in life … But in death he is mine … and Catherine's. If he dies, you will have 
lost.  Bring  him to me. Let me hold him,

Gabriel is watching and listening.

CUT TO Gabriel's cellar

Vincent is waiting. Then the sound of a door being unlocked and opening and footsepts coming 
down.
Two heavily arned guards an a nurse arrive. The nurse is carrying a baby in a bl anket.

Vncent waits and the nurse and guards approach the cage. One points his gun at Vincent.

GUARD
(to Vincent)
Don't move.

The oither guard unlocks the cage and the nurse steps inside and gently lays th baby on the floor, 
then backs out of the age. The guard shuts and locks the door.

Vincent still doesn/t move, and waits until the nurse and guards have left and the door upstairs has 
closed. He slowly approaches th baby and uncovers his face.
The baby is quiet, but aware of him.
Vincent takes his son into his arms.

VINCENT
(gently touching baby's face_)
He is beautiful, Catherine …

The camera pulls b ack from Vincent, s tanding in the light, the baby in his arms, chains still dangling 
from his wrists.

FADE OUT

THE END


